
❖ Preparation of Bigbite layer with the shielding of GEM modules

❖ We need the layer ready in the next 10 days before Bigbite goes to the Hall

❖ This work need to be done in parallel with the ongoing activity with Zinzhan, Bogdan and

Ben, to reduce common mode fluctuation

❖ Layer #5 recently removed from cosmic stand can be reserved

❖ Anu, Thir and Malinga could be in charge of this and make this their priority

❖ It involves finalize the design for the the shielding frame => either the final design or a

quick design just for this layer

❖ I will coordinate with them and Bogdan for the design, production and the installation

on the layer



❖ Testing the two common mode algorithm with the available cosmic data

❖ Two algorithm: The “sorting method” and “Danning method”

❖ “Sorting method”: Pretty simple in concept

❖ For event and each time sample, we sort by ADC value all the 128 APV25 channels

=> remove a certain numbers of the channels with larges ADCs (say for example the

first largest 60 channels for the case of 20% occupancy)

❖ Calculate the common mode offset of the remaining 72 channels

❖ Method is robust and unbiased, proven with all the offline data analysis so far

including all the clean room cosmic data as well as PRad etc …

❖ BUT too much resource (might be even for the VTP)

❖ Danning method”: far lighter algorithm => do not require any sorting

❖ Online implementation so far but we need to run it offline

❖ Based on predefine common mode range obtained from pedestal runs

❖ Would work well as long as the range is narrow and the time sample fluctuation

remains within this range => which is not garranteed

❖ No thorough testing of this algorithm



❖ My suggestion: Testing the two common mode algorithm with the available cosmic data

❖ Implementing the offline version of this algorithm

❖ Produce zero suppression hits of the huge amount of cosmic data we had accumulated

❖ Analyze with Andrew’s code and make one-to-one performance comparison with the data

already analyzed with the “sorting method”

❖ Then in a second step evaluate performance with a new batch of cosmic data in the TEDF

setup

❖ Ben volunteered to help with the offline version implementation of Danning algorithm’

❖ Who would like to dedicate sometime on this: Xinzhan, Zeke, Sean Holly …?


